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Last words to us from the
Rabbi: Pride and widening
our gender awareness 
One of the things that distinguishes Progressive
Jewish communities is that we tend to produce a
new prayer book in every generation. The reason is
that, if there is more immediate, contemporary
material to make the book speak in a more
current, meaningful way to the current generation,
it often dates as the issues change. For example,
Gates of Prayer reflected the Vietnam war with
allusions to napalm. 
 
There is also a changing sensitivity to the
language. Three generations ago, we discarded
Thys and Thous and introduced modern
contemporary language. Two generations ago, we
had become aware of male dominance in
language – we eradicated ‘all men’ and ‘mankind’
when we meant ‘all people’ and ‘humanity’. In the
latest generation of books, the Mishkan series, we
have also avoided assigning any gender to God –
no male terms such as King, Lord, Master – we use
‘God’ and ‘Eternal’ and ‘Eternal One’ and very
occasionally ‘Adonai’, and no gendered pronouns
such as ‘Him’, ‘His’, etc.  
 
These changes were ‘degendering’ where gender
was not appropriate. But we also did some
‘positive adjustments’, such as introducing the
matriarchs Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah with
the patriarchs at the start of every T’filah. Similarly,
we introduced occasional gender options, so for
example the morning prayer Modeh ani (I give
thanks) is in the masculine form, so we also
inserted the feminine option ‘Modah ani’. When
we thank God for making us free, the traditional
phrase ‘ben chorin’ (son of freedom) was
supplemented by the feminine ‘bat chorin’.   
 
Of course we are familiar with ‘bat’ as we have
been using ‘bat mitzvah’ for girls alongside ’bar
mitzvah’ for boys for many generations. And so,
when our version of Mishkan T’filah was published
twelve years ago in 2010, we sat back for a few
years, impressed and happy with ourselves. Until
we started the whole process again with the
machzor – except that we used the same
rationales and solutions in the machzor as we did
in the siddur, largely without reviewing them. 

But over the last decade, we have become
increasingly aware that not everyone feels
comfortable even with our new language – and in
a sense we have quite unintentionally caused a
problem by introducing the few male and female
options. As we become aware that many in our
society exist beyond the simple gender binary of
‘man’ or ‘woman’, we can see that for example
creating the binary ‘modeh/modah’ or
‘son/daughter of the commandments’ or ‘of
freedom’ actually excludes anyone who does not
feel comfortable or does not identify with either
binary. 
 
I ask you to consider and care about this as we
mark the LGBTQIA+ Midsumma events in
Melbourne this year (25th Jan to 12th Feb). It is an
important issue for some people around us, and
we know what it is like to be a minority! It is also
not new, or a question of ‘political correctness’ – in
fact, the Talmud from 1500 years ago already had
seven different terms for people who, for one
reason or another, did not fit in the simple gender
binary shorthanded as ‘she’ or ‘he’. 

At LBC, we have started using the term ‘beit’ which
means ‘house of’, so ‘beit mitzvah’ is ‘the House of
Commandments’ that young people join as they
become adolescents. In the morning blessings, I or
the cantors say ‘beit chorin’, God has placed me in
‘the house of freedom’. We also need alternatives
to Ladies and Gentlemen (‘Friends…’ seems a bit
presumptuous in a group where you know no-
one!) or ‘Girls and boys’ (what’s wrong with
‘Children’?). 

For some years Netzer has been using the
‘combined plural’ ‘imot’ so for example the plural
for madrich (leader) is madrichimot. This comes
from Israel, where it is becoming more recognised,
in a language which has no neuter to turn to. But I
have suggested improving this in two ways – one
is to use the female plural first – ‘madrichotim’.
Why should the female always be tacked on to the
male as an afterthought?

Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black



Exciting News - calling all dancers!
As a result of receiving a grant from the Boroondara Council, we are now able to reinvigorate
the Israeli dance class at LBC. 
Our teacher will be Rosie Tusia and she wants to call the class “Dancing around the World” 
Our first session will be Tuesday 7/2, starting at 10.00 for 60 minutes.  
See you there! 

But secondly (if we are inventing a new plural suffix
anyway) how about making it ‘otlim’ – ‘I’ means to,
so this would be an inclusive ‘female plural through
to male plural’, and the inclusive term for a group of
leaders of any gender would be ‘madrichotlim’!
Children would be ‘y’ladotlim’! 

More solutions, and eventually printed (or online)
new liturgy, will take years (though it is one of the 
 lbc

projects I want to work on now my LBC contract
is finished!). But in the meantime, I ask you to be
aware, thoughtful and considerate, and to
discuss and explain to family and friends, so we
can spread the discussion and the awareness,
and the support. 
 
L’shalom and l’hitraot – in peace, and see you
again soon! 

Sincere apologies to Robin Rothfield for incorrect name use in the last edition (was written as
Robin Rothman) 

Left: this tree of life artwork was donated by Rabbi
Jonathan and Sue to mark 20 years of service to the LBC

community
 

Below: The Mazon bags that were collected during the
High Holy Day period to be donated to the Asylum Seeker

Resource Centre

At the recent UPJ conference held
in Sydney, The President award for
 2022 was given to Rabbi Jonathan 
 Keren-Black. The citation says: "in
202recognition of his exemplary leadership, outstanding service, devotion and commitment to the
promotion and development of Progressive Judaism”.  Appropriately, the presentation included a
Kermit the frog …. “It’s not easy being green” from Sesame Street! 

In connection to this award, the UPJ has made a donation to Mazon Australia. 
Mazon Australia responds to food insecurity in our communities through the chaggim food
appeals, street pantries, soup bags and partnerships with like-minded organisations. 

If you would like to find out more about the work that Mazon does, please do not hesitate to
contact them or follow them on Facebook or Instagram. 
 
Ellen Frajman  - Chair, Mazon Australia 



From the President
I do hope that everyone has had some time in the
sun and is enjoying a relaxed lifestyle. Life for 2023
is about to slide back into gear as the school bell
rings and the summer holiday season draws to a
close. This Profile is an interim edition. It comes to
you with information that you need about
upcoming events in our community.  You would
normally expect an issue at this time that runs for
two months. However, it is not possible due to the
schedule of our publisher and support staff.  

At the community Chanukah bar-b-q and farewell,
Rabbi Jonathan was made Emeritus Rabbi of LBC
in recognition of his 20 years of service with us.
Jonathan and Sue were presented with gifts
including a TV for the caravan, a new Apple
computer, and funds to buy furniture for their new
home. Rabbi Jonathan has donated a Tree of Life.
It can be seen on entering the foyer.  It’s a way of
recording family events and donating to the
community. There will be more in next month’s
magazine. He has also donated a plate warmer
that is installed in the new kitchen. We are very
pleased to have these new additions to the
community and are very appreciative of the
gesture.   

Rabbi Jonathan and Sue will travel to Europe next
month to visit family and friends. On return they
will travel around Australia in the second half of
the year.  Jonathan has been converting a caravan
for some months. It will be their home while they 
 travel. It is highly insulated with eight solar panels,
no gas, and designed to be independent of the
trav

grid. They will then settle into their new, yet to be
built, home at Narara in Gosford. 

Although we have bid Rabbi Jonathan a farewell,
he will not be a stranger. We will see him back at
LBC in 2023 as a few members have engaged with
him directly to preside over their family events. 
 
For support and continuity, I’m pleased to say that
Rabbi Fred Morgan has begun to lead a shabbat
service each month. He will lead us through
Pesach and Sukkot, be with us for Beit Mitzvah
where possible, write for our Profile Magazine and
lead us in several shiurim. Rabbi Aviva Kipen has
agreed to support pastoral care for our community
members, supported by Rabbi Morgan as needed.
If you are in need of rabbinical support, please do
not hesitate to contact me on
president@lbc.org.au/0417 341 899 if the office is
not open. We will have an update on our rabbinic
search and more information on interim
arrangements in next month’s regular Profile
edition. 
 
Wishing everyone well as you get back into the
swing of things! 

Michael Taft

Michael Taft

mailto:president@lbc.org.au/0417%20341%20899


Farewell
Service for

Rabbi
Jonathan

A beautiful service was held on the 21st October to
highlight the tireless dedication and range of activities that
Jonathan had been involved with, both within the LBC
community and in the wider community during his 20
years as Rabbi for LBC.  

The 4 people who had aliyot responded to JKB’s
misheberach with a misheberach of their own, thanking
him for all that he has done. He was presented with a
native plant for his new home by Philip Bliss, Chairman for
Progressive Judaism Victoria. 

There were people who had travelled from interstate and
from country Victoria to be with the LBC community. 

After the service a light lunch was served in the kiddush
hall, followed by addresses by key people who had worked
with him over the last 20 years:  
Jon Taft told of the arrival of the family at Tullamarine in the
midst of the Black Saturday fires.

Emma Wilkinson spoke of the work that Jonathan has done
in the wider Boroondara community. 
Sheik Imam Riad Galil thanked him for his dedication to
interfaith matters. 
Evelyn Fitman spoke of Jonathan’s passion for climate
change action. 

A slide show featuring photos from so many occasions
rolled continuously in the background and JKB was
presented with a “memory book” containing messages
from many members of the community, together with a
large bunch of native blooms. 

All present sent warm wishes to Jonathan and Sue for the
next phase in their lives. 



CHANUKAH BARBEQUE
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LBC Pastoral Care
In the transition from Rabbi Jonathan Keren-
Black’s leadership and in anticipation of the
appointment of your permanent rabbi, I am
honoured to be able to serve LBC, taking up the
role of pastoral care rabbi.

I have enjoyed participating in Deborah’s Well in
recent years and always feel a warm welcome
when able to attend Harp Road in person. But my
association began long before I knew that I would
train to be Australia’s first woman rabbi. A cousin
of mine became barmitzvah when the
congregation met at the sports rooms. I remember
the setting clearly.

I returned to Melbourne in 1995, after 17 years
away, during which time I completed my rabbinic
studies at Leo Baeck College, London. While on
staff at TBI, I became a member of the annual
Marysville Kooringa crew. I came to work alongside
Ruth and Michael Taft, Mathi Gottlieb-Drucker, and
many others under the creative and energetic
drive of Norbert Graetzer.

I received an ovation for getting into the spa pool
one evening, the first rabbi to allow themselves to
be coaxed there! It must have been the prospect of
the sherry that did it! Sadly, the guesthouse
burned down during the Black Saturday fires and
our Marysville friends, who had supported our PJV
Elders Shabbaton weekend for many years, were
terribly impacted by the blazes that encircled the
town and then swept through it. Now that I am of
an age to be a participant, perhaps the Kooringa
idea can be reborn.

Kooringa embodied the concept of providing care
for those who need it. Leaders in “middle” years
went above and beyond to create a warm,
thoughtful, caring and sociable weekend for our
“seniors”. LBC’s Care Group continues this vital
service to all who seek support and connection,
regardless of age. Rena Lopata and Alan Feldman
coordinate the care and liaise with the rabbi as
needed.

As I step into the task of pastoral support for those
in immediate need, perhaps facing a serious
diagnosis, confronting a major life or relationship
crisis, travelling the road of a terminal illness, the
care continues. For needs beyond the scope of the
Care Group, I will be available through requests
made to Rena or Alan, through the office if you
wish to share that information, or by direct email
at rak@lbc.org.au which will be a confidential
address accessed only by me.

As the community enters this new secular year, I
wish you all uplifting, sacred experiences that
elevate the soul and bring clarity and optimism to
the LBC kehillah. I may not be able to respond
personally to every request, but whichever needs
are flagged throughout my time with LBC, I will
work within strict concern for privacy, to ensure
that your requests for support are heard by your
LBC carers.

Rabbi Aviva Kipen

Rabbi Aviva Kipen



Religious Life, Education,
Rabbinic Oversight 

By the time you read this, your beloved Rabbi
Jonathan Keren-Black will have departed Kew for
his richly deserved and long anticipated
retirement. After 20 years of dedication to LBC and
to Progressive (or, as the rabbi would say, Pluralist)
Judaism, Rabbi Jonathan is seeking new
adventures and we wish him and Sue well.   

He leaves you in excellent condition, with
exemplary lay leadership setting the scene for the
next stage in LBC’s illustrious story. To help keep
things rolling over smoothly until you find a new
congregational rabbi, Rabbi Aviva Kipen and I have
offered to provide rabbinic cover in key areas of
synagogue life. Rabbi Kipen writes elsewhere
about her long connections with LBC and its
members through Kooringa and other programs.
She will be looking after many of the pastoral
needs of the congregation.   

Like Rabbi Kipen, Sue and I have had many
contacts over the past 25 years with LBC and its
members. I’ve been privileged to deliver drashot
and lead shiurim in the shul, I was invited to give
the first Leo Baeck oration (which was about the
great man himself and his contributions to Jewish
understanding), we’ve gotten to know your leaders
through the UPJ and we’ve hosted Leo Baeck
members on our “Shalom” tours. From time to
time we’ve attended Shabbat services and other
events in your community, most recently, the
wonderful bnei-mitzvah of Julian and Jen
Duband’s children. It’s a real pleasure, then, to be
able to provide some rabbinic continuity over this
transitional period.   

My contribution will fit under three main headings:
ritual experience, education and management
support. Under the first heading, ritual experience,
I’ll be officiating at one Shabbat service per month
over the coming year. This will normally be the
final Shabbat in the month, though due to prior
comm

commitments a few of these will fall on other
Saturdays in the month. I’ll be leading festival
services for Pesach (first day), the communal seder
(on the first night of Pesach), Shavuot (on the
Shabbat/2nd day Shavuot), and possibly also the
High Holy Days. I’ll also be available for funerals
and minyanim for LBC members. A couple of bnei-
mitzvah are already in my calendar, too. 

My involvement with education will focus on adult
learning. I hope to offer five sessions over the
course of the year on topics of interest to the
community. These will be integrated into your
existing adult learning programs, especially on
Sunday morning.   I’ll also be available to meet
with conversion candidates and help steer them
through the conversion process.   

The final heading, management support, will
involve providing rabbinic guidance to your
Committee of Management and its
subcommittees, including the Rabbinic Search
Committee. I’m hoping this support will give your
committees the confidence and expertise they
need to carry out their roles successfully and for
the benefit of everyone in the synagogue.  

If you would like to contact me, I’ll be available
through the LBC office or by direct email at
fred.morgan@lbc.org.au. This is a confidential
address accessed only by me. 

So, there you have it! I’m extremely grateful to
have this chance to work with everyone at LBC, to
get to know the congregation even better and to
bridge the gap between past achievements and
future goals. It’s such an exciting time in the life of
the community. May we go from strength to
strength – chazak ve’ematz! 

Rabbi Fred Morgan 

Rabbi Fred Morgan

mailto:fred.morgan@lbc.org.au


Calendar
Mazal Tov

Donors

Significant Birthday for Ruth Taft
Significant Birthday for Sam Langer

The union for Progressive Judaism has presented 3
awards: Lisa Sylvan Ner Tamid; Michael Taft Vatik;
Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black President’s award.

Mazal tov to Suzi Riess and Dash Lawrence on the
arrival of their second son Ira. Mazal tov also to the
entire family, especially Julie Contole and Colin
Riess on their new grandson.

Condolences
To Pamela Jonas on the death of her husband,
Michael.

To Jen, along with Barbara with Dick, and Yonatan
with Helen and the grandchildren Maya, Amir, and
Lior on the death of Walter Glaser.

To Michael, along with Robbie, Laura, and Rose and
their partners Paul, Mint, and Jack, and
grandchildren Luca and Toni, on the death of Chrys
Polack.

To wife Catherine, with sons Patrick and Richard
Fraser on the death of Stan Gorr.

To Marion Pumpa on the death of her father Ron
Nathan.

Barry & Sue Aarons; Ailsa Jean; Peggy Bethune;
Charles & Josephine Cohen; Susan Cohen; Lorraine
Duband; Warren & Vivienne Fineberg; Anne
Freadman; Paul Grinwald; Sandra Hacker AO & Ian
Kennedy AM; Samuel & Sharene Hambur; Dinah
Jacobs; Joseph & Rebecca Joseph; Fay Kaufman;
Stephen & Karen Kaye; Anthony & Dorothy Kerron;
Alexander & Rena Lopata; Annette McCleery; Felix
Menke; Leah Mow-Yoffee; Michael Polack; Robin
Rothfield; Michael & Jennifer Rozen; Peter & Judi
Schiff; Renee Shapero; Geoffrey & Shirley Shiff;
Valerie Silberberg; Ben Steiner; Jonathan &
Margaret Taft; Ruth & Michael Taft; Susie Taft; Tanya
Warms; Mark Will; Jerome Winston, Anonymous. 

We thank repeat donors on this list and apologise
for any errors or omissions.

Volunteers
We thank all the members involved
in our various groups, in addition: 
Tom Beer, Jane Beer, Jeanne
Armitage-Isaacs, Sharon Marmor,
Ailsa Jean, Ruth Taft, Michael Taft,
Kate Prinsley, Marti Abraham, Rob
Kendall, Danielle Dotson, Lisa
Grosman

February

Parashat HaShavu'a:
 

Weekly Torah study resumes 11th
Feb.

8:50am for 9am start, and finishes
9:45am.

LBC Kiddush Hall.
Different presentations on the

weekly parasha each week.
(Sorry but we cannot offer Zoom for
these sessions at the presenttime).

2nd 
3rd 

6th
7th

11th

12th 

16th 
19th 
26th 

- B'yachad Choir (8pm)
- Friday Morning Walks (10am)
- Torah Tots (4pm)
- Sh'ma classes start (4:45 pm)
- First Israeli Dancing class
  (10am)
- Weekly Study Resumes
  (8:50am) 
- Pride Shabbat (10am)
- House of Study visit to Duldig
   Studio (1:15pm)
- B'yachad (8pm)
- Jewish Jam (4pm)
- Wills and estate planning with 
 g Geoffrey Schiff (10am)
-  Opening of Judi Schiff Exhibit 
    "Entrances Around the World"
2  (2:30pm)



EVENTS


